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Abstract. This paper discusses the idea that perceptions of the vegetation are affected by the taxonomic system on the
basis of which plant populations are identified. It is argued that the best taxonomic system is not necessarily speciesbased, and that the traditional belief that a common taxonomic platform can be found for vegetation analysis is not
realistic. The question of taxonomic choice is raised and resolved through simple reasoning as follows. Examples from
the Brazilian caatinga, Argentine Chaco, and Canadian Sub-Boreal Forest clarify roth concepts and techniques.

Introduction
Vegetation analysis begins with definitions of the
"unit vegetation", a stand, and "unit vegetation com ponent". This task requires areal dissections of the
landscape and taxonomic dissections or the plant multitude. Area dependence (scale effect) is well understood (see Mueller-Dombois and Ellenberg 1974:33,
Kershaw 1964:26, Greig-Smith 1983:19, Juh;lsz-Nagy
and Podani 1983, Podani 1982, 1984, Kenkel 1984:54,
Kenkel, JuMsz-Nagy and Podani 1989, Orl6ci and Pil·
Jar 1989), but not so well taxonomy dependence (context). The latter is the topic which we subject to
analytical scrutiny.
The individual plant, the fundamental community
component is 1he sole corporeal object in the vegetation that responds to and survives environmental ad·
versity, reproduces its kind, and perpetuates its
community. Taxonomy enters the analytical process
when the focus shifts from the plant to the population
of plants which have to be identified. The number of
taxonomic systems available for this task is limilless,
some species-based, others species-free.
We observe that the dominant taxonomic system in
vegetation study is species-based. Notwithstanding this
fact, we believe that the collective experience indicates
that greater ecological utility may issue from alternative taxonomies that de-emphasize inheritance and emphasis characteristics that enable the plant individual to
survival under the environmental extremes of its site.
Alternative taxonomies may · be based on plant lifeform (Raunkiaer 1904, Mueller-Dombois and Ellenberg 1974 ). growth-form (Grisebach 1872, Warming
1909, Dansereau 1957:148, Barkman 1988, Halloy
1990), phenological type (Barkman 1988), and other
indicator traits. To aid the choice, Pillar (1992) suggests objective evaluation functions and ordering

(ranking) algorithms within the framework of generalized character set analysis (Orl6ci 1991a ). We discuss
these in deta il.

Releve: crisp or fuzzy
The description of the vegetation stand is referred
to as a "releve". This is usually a data vector (e.g.,
Braun-Bia nquet 1928), but it can be a score matrix
(Orloci 1991a). The releve reflects choices, mostly the
taxonomic system and area size/shape of the vegetation
stand. One consequence of these is a normally illdefined, fuzzy releve (Orl6ci 1988a,b, 1991, Roberts
1989, Feoli and Orl6ci 1991:ix, Pillar and Orl6ci 1991 ).
The ways releve fuzziness is treated is a point of concern in so me analyses, albeit most often fuzziness is ignored by phytosociologists by pretending that their
relev~s are in fact crisp.
An area where the analytical methods nave made
provision for fuzziness is vegetation typification. Briefly
stated, a fuzzy classification operates under the assumption that a vegetation stand can be a member in
more than one, or possibly in all vegetation types, although with different degrees of membership (Feoli
and Zuccarello 1986, 1988). It is interesting to note
that recognition of fuzziness necessarily emphasizes
compositional continuity among stands. This is understandable, since fuzziness mitigates the absences of a
taxoo by the presence of other similar taxa in the relcve
(Pillar and Orl6ci 1991). Importantly, the fuzzy approach to classification clearly demonstrates that incorporation of the notion of continuity is compatible with
the idea of classification.
Characters, taxonomies
It is importan t to realize that the character state is a
property of the individual organism, but character
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variation is a population level property. In well kn own
taxa such as in most of the species, information about
population level variation in the key characters can be
obtained from published sources, but is not be guaranteed. In the interest of accuracy direct observation of
the plants in the survey site is required. Ir done, the observations may point up the need for redefinition of the
primary taxa. The resultin,g taxonomy is analytical and
secondary. Obviously, an analytical redefinition of the
taxonomy has its limits. For example, it is impossible to
fragment analytically the primary taxa if the records are
population level descriptions. Redefinition by pooling
primary taxa is always a possibility.
It is interesting that plant taxa are defined by
characters, but the description of a vegetation stand
may not use the defining characters of the taxa, only
the taxon labels, such as the species names. This type
of condensation of information leads in the vector type
relev~ to depravation by lack of detail. A more informative description will score the character states such
as in the score matrix relev~.
There are the unit characters at one extreme
(Sneath and Sakal 1973:72). These cannot he further
reduced into more elementary characters. Reducibility
is very much the property of complex characters, such
as plant life-form. The latter is in fact so complex that
it requires an elaborate scheme to identify its component states.
It is important to note that characters while different, may represent the same evolutionary answer to
adaptation under the same selective force. This possibility has been recognized early by Warming (1909:3),
who mentions hereditary constraints (phylogenetic constraints in Givnish 1987) which made it possible
"... for different species, in their evolution under tbe
influence of identical factors, to aChieve the same Ob·
ject by the most diverse methods."
These constraints can account for the high diversity
of plant forms found in the community under the same
environmental conditions. This idea is very important
to justify substitutions of some characters by others in
the taxonomic scheme by which phytosociologists
describe the vegetation.
Taxonomic systems are distinguished by the defining character sets and the rules of operation by way o f
which the system dissects the plant multitude. Highly
relevant commentaries on this are . found in Mayr
(1942:119), Walters (1963), Davis and Heywood
(1963:89), Sokal and Crovello (1970), Michener
(1970), Stace (1989:11) and Stuessy (1990:51). We
recognize a basic dichotomy in the taxonomic systems:
species-free or species-based. "Species-free- implies
"character-based'' in the sense of the early tradition of
vegetation description. These often involve the notion
of character "functionality", which we realize is a valid
notion, albeit controversial because its operationality

requires identification of traits that are instr umental in
an individual plant's survival in its environment (Mayr
1961, 1982:67-9, Wilkins 1968, Peters 1976, Harper
1982, Rosenberg 1985:37). Such traits fo rming one
group are set aside from others that do not play a
direct role in the survival of the individual plant, but
are essential in the transmission of genetic info rmation
between generations. The latter are the defining
characters in "species-based" taxonomy.
A characters role need not he conno ted a priori and
taxon recognition may be reduced to perception of
totality, a Gestalt (Heywood 1973, Lausi and Nimis
1985). Gestalt has played an important part in plant
classifications. Most recently Barkman ( 1988) sug·
gested a taxonomy in which the taxa are perceived
mentally and then a search for characters begin that
distinguish the taxa. Exact opposites of this are systems
which have no preconceived plant types, only combinations of character states that define potential taxa
(Dansereau 1951, Orl6ci and Orl6ci 1985, Lausi and
Nimis 1985, Orl6ci, Feoli, Lausi and Nimis 1986,
Orl6ci 1991a). In these the characters have to be
selected before the taxa are recognized. As regards the
character selection problem in a general context, we
refer to Cain and Harrison (1958) for interesting
definitions, to Sneath and Sakal ( 1973) and Key (1967)
for a discussion of homology, and to Williams, Dale
and MacNaughton-Smith (1963), Sakal a nd Rohlf
(1970) and Orl6ci ( 1978) for character (or species)
choice and weighting.

Species-free taxonomies
Wi th focus on plant characters o ther than those
that are instrumental in heredity by facilitation of the
passage of genetic information between generations,
different taxonomic systems have been conceived
(Adamson 1939, Lacza and Fekete 1969, Fekete a nd
Lacza 1970, Shimwell 1971:63, Barkman 1988, Orl6ci
199la ). We give brief characterization of some of the!>c
in groups that identify the character type and /or the
character arrangements:
The early plant taxonomic systems of vegetation
description were mainly physiognomic (Humboldt
1806, Kerner 1863, Grisebach 1872) or had a physiognomic component (De Candolle 1818). These did not
involve .c onsiderations of character functionality, unlike
Warming's early system (1884), the first of a series
(Drude 1887, 1896, Warming 1895, 1909, Raunkiaer
1904, 1907, 1908) based on plant function, the so
called epharmonic component of physiognomy (Du
Rietz 1931:14). From this group, Ra unkiaer's ( 1907)
life-form classifica tion gained broadest acceptance
(Braun-Bianquet 1928:287, Adamson 1939, Cain 1950,
Gimingham 1951, Mueller-Dombois and Ellenberg
1974:449), despite the initial criticisms (e.g., Drude
1913).
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Some systems are based on plant architecture, as
Bartman ( 1988) put it "... free of hypotheses of environmental adaptation." Barkman excluded from consideration characters related to life strategy, life cycle,
hibernation level, and size, consistency and inclination
of leaves, and he named plant types after characteristic
plant taxa (Piceids, Quercids, etc.) Systems more
relevant to us, are the multicharacter systems, for
which Du Rietz's (1931), is an early example, particularly the sequential and hierarchical . systems of
recent designs (Dansereau 1951, Knight 1965, Knight
and Loucks 1969, Parsons 1976, Noble and Slatyer
1980, Box 1981 , Feoli and Scimone 1984, Lausi and
Nimis 1985, 1986, Gomez Sal et al. 1986, Grime, Hunt
and Krzanowski 1987, Lausi, Nimis and Treliach 1989,
Halloy 1990, Guardia and Ninot 1991a, and Cabido,
Diaz and Acosta 1991). Our discussions are focused on
the conditional (Feoli's 1984) or nested hierarchical
systems (Orl6ci and Orl6ci 1985, Orl6ci et a!. 1986,
Orl6ci and Stofclla 1986, Orl6ci 1988a,b, Orl6ci and
Or16ci 1990, Orl6ci 1991a ). These define plant taxa as
combinations of the states of several characters, known
as character set types (CSTs, Orl6ci 1991a) without the
ambiguities of the earlier systems.

Species-based taxonomies
By the turn of the Century, taxonomy has seen
great advances in thought and in the cataloguing of the
World's flora. The explosion of taxonomic information
has triggered a change of preference in phytosociological practice and wholesale adoption of species-based
vegetation descriptions. Braun-Bianquet (1928:21)
spoke for the majorily of his contemporaries:
"1be Brussels (3rd International Botanical Congress)
Congress (1910) rightly decided in favor of the
species as the fundamental unit of the plant community.•
He saw the 'life-form' classification of plants as the
alternative, but found it wanting, because:
"The concept of 'life-form' is indefinite, has not been
adequately defined, and cannot be considered as a
sufficient basis for a science of vegetation. Species,
however, are groups of individuals with uniform inheritance and have been for many years the objects
of careful investigation."
Although the 1910 Codgers did achieve a standardization of phytosociology, it also straitjacketed
phytosociology. There always remained a small
minority who saw utility in several parallel systems, as
Du Rietz (1931:43) put it , based on "different points of
view•. Even Braun-Bianquet ( 1928:21 , sec also Salis-

bury 1940) suggested the possibility of using narrower

taxonomic units below the specific level.
All along the ecological utility of the species concept bas been questioned (Salisbury 1940, Constance
1953, Ehrlich and Holm 1962, McMillan 1969, Snaydon
1973, Grime 1979, Harper 1982, Ghiselin 1987). Basically, the species level was unacceptable to many, because it could not help to isolate important ecological
indicators represented by specialized genotypes as explained in Harper (1982, Jancey and Wells 1987).
Species tend to be broad ecologically, yet they are
limited geographically. This mates the species level unsuited for comparative vegetation analysis between
geographic regions or between different habitats within
the same geographic region. Under these conditions,
species-based community comparison is scuttled by
analytical indeterminacies owing to an unshared flora
(Orl6ci and Stofella 1986, Orl6ci 1988a, 1991a).
As the species level proved inadequate, the use of
higher level plant taxa that lump species has been suggested as a basis for vegetation analysis (Maarel 1972,
Dale 1978). It is interesting to mention that Good
(1974:55) considered the Cruciferae, Umbelliferae,
Rosaceae, Rubiaceae and Euphorbiaceae as useful
climatic indicators, and Dale and Clifford (1976) found
little loss of interpretability when genus and subgenus
levels were used instead of species in vegetation classifications. The positive experiences with supraspecific
taxa notwithstanding, the use of these suffers from the
consequences of broadened environmental ranges and
inconsistent recognition criteria (Stace 1989: 188).

nata yield from different taxonomic schemes
The species-based scheme genera tes community
descriptions in the form of a data matrix (k,v), involving k species populations (rows) in v sites (columns).
Each of the v column vectors in this matrix is a releve.
The character-based scheme with m characters (ft, ... ,
fm states respectively) generates a similar matrix (k;v),
and in addition to this, it also generates m incidence
matrices (ft,k), ... , (fm,k). Each entry in the (k,v) matrix
is a presence/absence score ( 1 or 0) or some other
value. The multiplication of matrices (f;,k) a nd (k,v)
yields matrix (f;,v). Each element in the (f;,v) matrix is
the weighted sum of a character state over the k
species. Feoli and Scimone ( 1984) suggested analyses
of matrix (f;,v) to reveal information about characters.

Character arrangement
Sequential (Knight and Loucks 1969) and hierarchically nested arrangements (Orl6ci 199la) are the basic
types. In the sequential arrangement, a taxon is
equivalent to a character state. Because of this, there
are as many parallel taxonomies as there are characters
in the se1. In the nested arrangement the taxon is
equivalent to a CST. The number of potential taxa
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recognizable in the hierarchical arrangement 1 may far
exceed the number of taxa recognizable in the sequential arrangement. Because of this, the hierarchical
nested arrangement have the potential to convey more
information. The methods of analysis of data emitting
from the hierarchical nested model are revisited in the
following sections and extended in new directions.

The hlerarchical nested model
The score matrix in Table 1 and the equivalent
nested arrangement in Fig. 1 give an example. Note the
CST records in the table and their mappings in the
figure. The releves which materialize as observations
are vertical runs of character states with nonzero cover
values. Some of the unmaterialized relev~s (zero cover
values) may be nonsensical, but they have to be
retained to preserve the integrity of the model structure.
The following descriptions assume that the characters are numbered from top (1) to bottom (m) in the
list, and the hierarchical levels from bottom ( 1) to top
(m):
1. The defining character on hierarchical level m is
character 1. The defining character set on level i includes all characters from 1 to m-i + 1.
2. There are k; nodes on hierarchic level i,
I

k1

=Il Sj =Si k1

(1)

J•lll

Take km+ 1 as 1. The character (m-1 +j) corresponding
to level j, to be called the characteristic attribute of
level j, has Sj states.
3. A node on level i indicates the end point of a run of j
character states (a j-valued CST) with point of origin
on level 1. In this sense, "CST" and "node" are
synonymous terms. On the lowest level, CSTs are
defined by the entire character set. On the top level, a
CST is a single character state and k, s,..

=

4. Resemblances are computed between relevts according to the similarity or dissimilarity of their respective CST mappings in the hierarchical model.
Resemblance functions derived specifically for this purpose (Orl6ci and Orl6ci 1985, Pillar 1992) use estimates of CST values which are the cover values at the
nodes (Fig. 1).

5. Note that as CST number is reduced, moving up in
the hierarchy, the CST values are summed. The value
at any node b, level i, is the sum of the values at the
nodes connected to node bOil the next lower level i-1:

Table 1. Character score matrices of releves from the
Caatinga (NE Bra;,;il) and the Chaco (NW Ar&entina). The
four characters and 10 releves are taken from a larger data
seL

Releves
Characters

Char11cter Set Types
Cnatinga
Chaco
a b c d
a b c d
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w \.\

w s

Su:m tissue . succulent, woody
Stem function • regular, twin-purpose
Stem armature- thom/spine, none
Leaf duration • deciduous, pe~istem,
lea ness
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I
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7
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I

n
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~
()

~
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(2)

The incremental limits of the subscripts are: i = 2, ... ,
m (levels), b
1, ... , k; (nodes), y
1, ..., v (rclcv~s) .
Symbol s;. t indicates the number of states of the
characteristic attribute of level i-1.

=

=

Optimal character order
A consequence of the hierarchical arrangement is
that the taxa on a given hierarchical level, above level
1, are determined by the characters above the level.
Because of this, comparisons of communities based on
the hierarchical nested model will be affect ed by the
character order. Character order having an effect is not
unknown in other types of statistical analysis as well.
The computation of orthogonal functions (Rao
1952:345) is a typical e"ample.
The effect of character order cannot be undone,
only purposefully manipulated to optimize same
specific property consistent with the objectives to be
achieved (Pillar 1992). For e"ample, if we wish to study
the relationship of vegetation and environment, we may
try to find a character order (for vegetation) that maximizes the congruence of vegetation structure and environmental structure. Similarly, if we are interested in
the measurement of convergence among two plant
communities, we may order the characters in such n
way that they ma"imize the convergence of the two
community structures. This is not unlike the statisticians maximization of correlation between sets of
variables in canonical correlation analysis, or the minimization of a distance measure in discriminant analysis.
The following describe the optimizalion procedure in
typical cases.

To see this, consider three characters in a sequential arrangement, each with 4 states. Based on each, 4 populations can be
recognized or 12 in total. The populations overlop among the characters. This is because each character covers all individuals. If the
populations are arranged in a nested hierarchy, lhe number of nonovcrlapping populations recogniU~ble is 64, the product of the
number of slates.
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Figure 1. Hierarchical nested structure of the character set in Table 1, showing character state symbols and CST cover
values in the Caatlnga or Chaco relev6. Vertical runs or letter sets, such as w, r, t, d ldentll)r CSTs. Letters b, c, a, d, e, rat
the base identify the CSTs materialized in the sample. The upper and lower rows or numbers Indicate cumulative CST
rover values in the two relev~. Height scale and horirontal spacing of nodes are arbitrary.

/. Srructural congruence
The following describes derivation of an optimal
character order for measurement o f structural congruence in vegetation and environment:

d. Rearrange the character set and repeat steps in an
orderly iterative process (see further details below)
until p(D;;t.) is maximized on each hierarchical level
(above level 1).

a. Define vegetation structure 0;, hierarchical level i, as

2. Structural convergence

a

The hypothesis of convergent evol ution is a perennial topic for much discussion in the ecological literature (Cody and Diamond 1975, Orians and Solbrig
1977, and Orians and Paine 1983) . "How convergent"
or "how significantly convergent~ are typical questions~.
The following algorithm optimizes the character order
to maximize convergence:

v

x v matrix of rcleve dissimilarities (with a charac -

teristic element, relevcs j and k, diik) based on CST performance mappings at the nodes or some transformations of these.
b. Define environmental structure 6 as another v x v
matrix of releve dissimilarities (with a characteristic
element,

relev~s

j and k, Ojk) based on environmental

c. Measure congruence by an appropriate function. We

relev~s to n groups (say, flo ristic
regions) and map the groups into the same character
hierarchy (Fig. 1).

used for this purpose the matrix correlation

b. Construct m level-specific dissimilarity matrices

variables or their transformations.

a. Assign the v

D;,i

(3)

This involves the v(v + l )/2 distinct off-diagonal values
in D; and 6 . The values of p(D;;t.) range from -1 to+ 1.
Positive values indicate congruence (cf. Sok:al and
Rohlf 1962, Sneath and Sokal 1973:97;280).
2

=1, ...,m

An clement d;jt in the ith such matrix is the dissimilarity value of re lev~ j and k on hierarchical level i.
The elements are arranged by grou ps whose convergence is to be determined. The groups may be equal or
unequal in size.
c. Compute dissimilarities among the groups. This may
be done on a group-to-group basis, or over all the
groups as an average dissimilarity,

The corrdation coefficient ha ~ bet:n interpreted as a measure of both convergence (posit ive side) and divergence (negative side), or
the lack of both (zero, Orl6ci ct ol. 1986). In the case of similarity functions with domain from 0 to 1, values that are extremely high
indicate convergence, and extreme low values ind icate divergence, but lhere is no natural point indicating the lack of both. We
believe th11t a division point can still be found by w~y of some randomization al~;orithm as a midpoint between probabili ty limits on
the extremes.
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(4)

In this, v signifies the total number of relev~s in the n
groups; v. and vr are the sizes of groupe and group f; g;
or gk is a label of the group to which relevt j or k belongs.
When Euclidean distances are involved, and if these are
squared, 01 is an average square centroid distance.
An alternative to average dissimilarity when the groups
are excessively dispersed, is the average of the dissimilarities of all relev~s of one group to their closest
neighbour releves in the other groups:
0';

=

1

~

v }'JNF [dijc, k:::;; l,...;v
f-t

and &;tgld

(5)

In this INF is the lowest value function. Other symbols
are defined similarly as in ( 4 ).

d. Change the character order and recompute a,. Continue in like manner until on all levels o; is minimized.
A correction factor may be applied to discount increases in the nominal value of convergence due to
overlapping floras (Orl6ci et a/. 1986).

Common to the algorithms is a recursive procedure,
s1milar in spirit to successive approximation (Poore
1956, 1962, Orl6ci and Pillar 1989, Or16ci 1990, 199lb)
by which they find the character order that maximizes
the structure evaluation functions (3), (4,5), or (6,7).
The problem in this is one in determining the influence
of the individual characters on the total data structure.
The algorithms identify the less relevant characters and
places them to lower levels in the hierarchy. Agglomerative or divisive versions exist. In the agglomerative version, character evaluations start at the top of
the hierarchy (level m) and moves down to the second
highest, third highest, etc. levels. Considering level i,
the character added to the set, chosen from among the
remaining pool of i unassigned characters, is such that
its inclusion maximizes the relevant structure evaluation function. The divisive algorithm starts with finding
an optimal character arrangement for hierarchical level
2, and continues the same for level 3, 4, etc. On hierarchical level 1 (bottom of the hierarchy), the data structure is unaffected by character order. On any higher
level i above level 1 (i > 1), m-i! character arrangements are to be evaluated in the case of congruence
and convergence. In the case of redundancy, there are
(m-i+2)!

(m-1+ 1)!1!)

3. Redundancy
Redundancy is the repetition of the some information by different characters. The topic is well worked in
the vegetation literature (see Orl6ci 1978: 17) and also
elsewhere (Sakal 1965, Jardine and Sibson 1971:171,
Sneath and Sakal 1973:103). Redundancy helps to give
weight to individual characters proportional to their
capacity to minimize the loss of information should
they be removed selectively step-by-step from the
character sel. The following algorithm orders the
characters by level of redundancy:
a. Compute a v x v &ymmetric matrix D; of vegetation
relevt resemblances on hierarchical level i.
b. Measure a character's redundancy on this level with
regard to a previous level according to
Y-l

p(D;;D;-1)

=}'
fo1

)!

Ldijc di-ljt

.

= m-1+2

(8)

different character subsets with m-i + 1 characters in
each to be evaluated. These subsets differ by one
character removed from the m-i + 2 characters of level
i-1. As a character is removed, one of the residual subsets will maximize redundancy. At that point the missing character is given rank m-i+2 (placed on level i-1 of
the hierarchy). The problem on the next higher level is
to find the character among the remaining m-i + 1
characters that should be given rank m-i+ l (placed on
level i of the hierarchy). This requires the evaluation of
m-i+l character subsets. The computations continue in
lik:e manner until each character is assigned to a hierarchical level. The agglomerative and divisive versions
arc not expected to produce identical orderings of
characters. Furthermore, if the optimal character order
is established according to increasing redundancy, the·
invariant characters will be judged completely redundant.

(6)

ks)•l

This is similar to (3) except that here &tructures of adjacent level& (D;, D;. 1) are compared. For data sets with
only two relev~s, (6) has a simpler form,

(7)
Symbols, d;i~ and d(i·llit signify dissimilarity values between relev~s j and k. SUP selects the largest dissimilarity.
c. Select the character order above level i-1 which maximizes (6) or (7).
d. Repeat the steps on all levels above level 1.

Optimal taxonomy
An optimal character order defines an optimal
taxonomy, specific to structural properties in the
sample. The practice of linking the optimality of a
model or a decision to the relationship of structures
has many precedents. Closely related cases mvolve
dendrograms (Sokal and Rohlf 1962, Sneath and Sakal
1973:277, Orloci 1978:264, Podani and Dickinson
1984), species number and data types (Orl6ci and Mukkattu 1973, Orl6ci 1978:34), sampling unit size and
shape (Podani 1982), and sample size (Orl6ci and Pillar
1989).
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Table z. Character set in vegetation description on the Elk
Lake survey site. Only states materialized In the data are
listed for character 1. 'Stem' and ' leaf' refer to stem and
stem-like or leaf and leaf-like plant structures.
Growlh·furm ( lla rkman 1\IXKJ
I. Form ( gf) . 6 .polythrichid. 1\:plcurozii~. 2U:~a.spitusc graminid.

23:d<tumbcou herb. 24 :arching bcrll. 2C.:scapos-rosu latc ~rb. 27:.-r«·o
seapose he rb, 30:arctoslapllyllid sluub. 31 ::mdromed id ( vacdniid 1. 3-1:
J8 :pi~eid, 39 :betulid

!;ambudd,

Sle..
2. Consistence (co), !:succulent, 2:herboceous, 3:semi-Jigneous. 4:1ign<llm.
5:nostem
3. Direction (di). 1 :en:ct, 2:en:ct diffusc: . ) :c reeping, 4 :climbing. 5: no stem
Lear

4. Shape ~s.h). l :need le, 2:graminoid, 3:broad, simple, 4 :compound.
S:th11loid, 5 :no leaf

5. Epidermal surface (ep). I :glabrous, 2 :glaucous. 3:trichomous de me,
4 :tticOOJTl{lU5 Sparie, 5 :110 leaf

6. Width (Wi}. I:< 2.5 mm,
6: 100<, O:no leaf

2:2.5·5,

3:5 ·10,

4:10·.50.

Example 1
Our objective is to find the o ptimal taxonomy which
maximizes congruence between vegeta tion structure
and environmental structure in secondary sub- boreal
ve getation nea r Elk L11ke, Ontario (Orloci and Pillar
1989). The pla nt characters are listed in T able 2. The
environmental variables include elevation, exposure,
slope, soil depth, and soil texture measured on 43 plots
laid contiguously in a belt transect. Table 3 con tains
the step-by-step results and Fig. 2 displays the congruence profiles for optimal and suboptimal character
orders. The highest ranking character is "stem d irection" (di). This is the single most effective chara cter in
the set of 8 characters in accounting for structural congruence ( 0.534 on a scale from 0 to 1). "Stem consistency" (co) is the second (0.701), and leaf width is the
last (0.336). The character order in the optimal
taxonomy is {di co Je he gf sh ep wi) .

5:.50· 100.

7. Len&oh ( le}. 1:<5mm, 2 :5-25, 3:25-75, 4 :75-125,5: 125<. O:no leaf
Plant h eiKhl

8. He~ht class (be). 1: < O. lm. 2: 0.1 - 0.5 , 3: 0.5. 2, 4: 2. g . 5: 8 . 10. 6:
10 • 25. 7: >25m
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Table 3. Character order in the Elk lake data set. Plant
characters are described In Table 2 and the enYironmental
variables include exposure, slope, soil depth, and soil texture. De(:reasing con,ruence of vq:etation structure (D;,
hierarchical level i) and environmental structure (6) is the
ordering criterion. The conaruence measure is p(D;;6),
deOned .as (3) ln the text, and the algorithm Is divisive. The
D; matrix has characteristic element 2(1 + r.jr) in which roit
represents a nominal product between standanllud releves
J and k, hirarcbical level I (Orl6ci and Or16ci 1985). The 6
matrix Is similarly deftned. Asterisks indicate the characters that account for maximum con&ruence in tbe subsets.
p(D;:Al

O rder in charJctcr
sub5et

p (ll;:t.)

0.52423~

a;f

0.~80~9

0.445t.S3
0.5 34043
0.22761 2
0.120588
0.041395
0.3761 1
0.257664

co
•di
sh
cp
wi
le
he

0.486461

Order in cll:lno<el,·r
subset
di co "lc
di co he

O.SS4961
0.544 54 1
0 .521539
0.33591
0.577934

di
di
di
di

0.459472
0.70103
0.108908
0.128919
0.12804

di
di
di
di
di

0.53701 2
0.536784
O.S1n02
0.308429

di co Je he •gf
di co le he sh
di co le he ep
di co Je he wi

0.537138
0.518702
0.3 1246

di co le he gf •sh

0.518772
0.31241 6
0.336037

di co le he: gf sh •e"
di co le he: gf sh wi
di co le he gf sh ep wi

gf

•co
sh

0.43113 1

ep
wi
di le
d i he

0.480.543
0.441492
0.326616
0.21 1398

di
di
di
di

0.604726

,r

co
cosh
co ep

co wi

~i

co le
cole
cole
co lc
co 1e

...:;,

( /)

0
vi

lt>

co

di

3

4
s 6
hierarchical level

7

8

gf
le
sh
character subse t

t>p

wi

ep

sh

2

co

r;lf

he

gf
~h

ep
wi
"he

di co le bc gf ep
di co le he gf wi

Fi2ure 2. Profiles or structural congruence per character
subset and correspondina a probabilities in the Elk l..ake
sample. The a Yalue is the probability of obtaining a congruence level at least as large as the observed under the
null hypothesis that CST presence in a community is a
chance event. In graph (a) the characters are arranged in
optimal order for conKruence (Table 3). In graph (b), the
character arrangement is suboptimal. Character labels are
explained In the caption or Table z. Arrows point to conKruence level and probability lnel attained in a speciesbased analysis. Note that the optimal character order
reveals bi&ber coogAeDCe with aenenally much lower a
values than do the suboptimal character order or the
species-based analysis on any level.
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Results corresponding to an optimal and a suboptimal character order are displayed in Fig. 2. It is noted
that the degree of congruence achieved under a suboptimal character order is lower than under an optimal
character order. Congruence in the species-based
analysis (indicated by the arrows in Fig. 2) is also lower
than under optimal character order. Each congruence
under optimal character order. Each congruence value
is associated with a probabilily value (a). The
probability values, generated by Pillar's (1992) randomization al8orithm under the null hypothesis that
random dispersion and establishment defines the CST
composition of the community in the site, are direct
measures of the weakness of .structural congruence in
the community. Only values associated with low
probabilities indicate significant congruence.

(a)
1.4
411

<>

c:
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"'.....
~
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Ill
Q\
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Table 4. Caatinga (Brazil) and Chaco (Argentina) data sets.
Three releves are described in each set based on a total or
25 CSTs. Characters and character states: (bt) biological
type - 6 cactoid, 7 other; (st) stem type - 1 succulent, 2 herbaceous, 3 woody, 4 no stem; (ru) stem function -1 regular,
1
2 twin-purpose, J no stem; (at) armature type
thoro,lspine, 2 none, 3 no stem; (tx) leaf texture in a scale •
1 (herbaceous) to S(leathery), 6 plant leafless; (sh) lear
shape • 2 Jinear, 3 other, 4 plant leafless; (ar) leaf arrangement • 1 simple, 2 compound, 3 plant leafless. Entries are
character states under CSTs and cover-abundance values
under Releves.
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TableS. Characters order for maximum structural conver·
gence. The data set describes the Caatinga and Chaco
vegetation (fable 4). Asterisks indicate character sets
·which minimiu equation (4) on the hierarchical levels.
Releve dissimilarity, dij~ in (4), is measured as a nominal
squared chord distance. Optimal character order: bt sh st
ru ar tx at.
Oi

0.005931
0.015619
0.033512
0.816232
0.813563
0.007005
0.174443
0.015~19

Figure 3. Comparison ofthe Caatingn and the Chaco based
on the releft aroups in Table 4. Graph (a) displays the
changing values of equation (4) over hierarchical levels
identifted by character labels. The distance measure of
releves is a nominal squared chord distance. Character
order (horizontal axis) is optimal for structural convergence (fable 5). Graph (b) displays releve trajectories in
procrustes mappings. Releves a1, a4, aB are from the
Chaco, and b3, b4, b7 from the Cnatinga. The points in (b)
with a releve label represent level 1 in the hierarchy where
the trajectories begin.. The large squares indicate the end
points of the trajectories (top level in the hierarchy). Note
the appearance of increasin& convergence (declining inter·
point distances) between the Chaco and Caatinga releves
through hierarchical level.
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Example2
We seek the character order that maxim1zcs conver-

gence for two sample vegetation structures, one from
the Caatinga (Brazil) and the other from the Chaco
(Argentina). We use the data sets in Table 4, and
present the results in Tables 5, 6, and Pig. 3. The Iauer
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Table 6. Eigenvalues or the Caatinaa and Chaco data set
(Table 4, Fla. 3b) for ordination on different hierarchical
levels. Ordinations use optimal character order for maximum cooveraence (TableS, Fig. 3b).

I

2
3
4

5
6
7

55.37
48.23
73.27
52.34
71.66
89.49
99.98

2

3

25.20
28.62
14.83
31.13
24.07
10.50

12.65
14.19
8.8&
15.23
4.22
0.01

O.Q2

'4

4.87
6.56
2.45
!.25
0.04

5
1.91

2.40
0.57
0.05

Tuble 7. Character score matrix of two releves taken from
the Caatinga and Chaco sample (Table 1). Character "stem
tissue" (#1) is repeated as #5.

CST Characters Caating
s
a
#

1 234 5

a

wrndw
w r tdw
w rnpw
s t t 1s
w t t dw
w t n dw

b
c
d
e
f

60
16
1

2
0
0

Chaco

2
34
37
30
2
1

displays a convergence profile which allows level-by·
2. The trends observed in relev~ trajectories is inlevel (character-by-character) examination of the
fluenced by the optimality criterion adopted in characrelationship of the two structures. Fig. 3 also displays
ter ordering. Th is given, divergence is revealed with
the trajectories of the caatinga and Chaco relev~s (as
clarity in the fuzzy CST analysis (Fig. 5, see eigenvalues
moving spatial points) across the hierarchical levels as
in Table 9).
mapped in eigenordination. The eigenvalues are given
4. Similar considerations apply when the ana lysis is
in Table 6. The profiles and trajectories clearly show ·
aimed at maximum congruence with an environmental
the strong effect of character order.
structure (Fig. 6). A crisp CST analysis with optimal
character order for maximum congruence reveals
Example3
stronger structural congruence (the vertical 0 to 1 sca le
in Fig. 6a) on the higher hierarchical levels t han on t he
We seek the character order in which characters
placed lower in the list are more redundant than the
lower ones. A fuzzy CST analysis reveals relatively
higher structural congruence also on the lower levels.
characters placed higher. Redundancy is defined based
When the character order is suboptimal (Fig. 6b), the
on the contribution of the charac ter to structural dis·
tance on two adjacent levels. Suppose that with the ith
congruence revea led by crisp CST analysis is generally
low, while in fuzzy CST analysis congruence is generally
character included, the d istance of two relev~s (j,k) is
at the same level as that under optimal character o rder.
dijt and with character i excluded dc i·l)jt . Distances are
defined according to equations (6) or (7). The character considered most redundant on level i is the one
Synopsis
whose removal from the set minimizes the difference
Any character set can define a taxonomy, but the
ld ijt - d(i.tlJd. To test the algorithm the original data
character arrangement, whether sequentially or hierarset (Table 1), we made the last two characters identical
chically nested, matters. Logic dictates tha t the states
which makes one of them totally redundant (Table 7).
of each character sho uld cover the entire plant multiThe results are presented in Table 8.
tude. If they do, the sequential arrangement of m
characters crea tes m parallel taxonomies with overla ps.
CST types: crisp or fuzzy
Under the nested hierarchical charact er arrangement
Our earlier work on character set analysis (Pillar
the number of taxonomies is also m, o ne on each
hierarchical level, but the taxonomy of a lower hierar·
and Orl6ci 1991) suggests that fuzzy CSTs can reduce
the analytical indeterminacy in the sample owing to abchical level is always an expansion of the taxono my on
sences, and can sharpen the appearance of structural
the next higher level. Therefore, in the hierarchical arrangement, the order in which the characters are
connections between vegetation and environment. Our
new results (Figs. 4, 5, 6 and in Table 9) suggest furpresented matters.
ther that fuzzy CST analysis is also Jess affected by
We do not believe t hat criteria of universa l apvarying the character order than a crisp CST analysis:
plicability exists to order characters, but we consider it
1. Under optimal character arrangement in fuzzy CST appropriate to define a character order according to
analysis, depicted in Fig. 4a, high structural com1er- optimality criteria established by specific objectives.
These may have to do with congruence, convergence,
gence (low average nearest neigbour distance) detected
on the higher levels is also detectable on the lower
or redundancy of vegetation structure vis-a-vis environ·
mental structure, or o ne vegetation structure vis-a-vis
levels. This is not so in a crisp CST analysis in which
a nother vegetation structure. We propound a pragthe effect of high structural convergence on the higher
levels, as seen in Fig. 4a, dissipates on tbe lower levels.
matic solution to finding a n optimal character order in
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Table 8. Character ordering in the Chaco and Caatinga releve groups (fable 7) based on redundancy. The algorithm is
divisin. Asterisks Indicate the character subset, carried to the next higher level, after the most redundant character is
removed. Since there are only two relev&, the dlstauce measure is (7). Using subsets of 4 characters, lowest rank is asslaned to characterS. Using subsets ot J characters, the next lowest rank is assigned to character 1. Character Z and J are
the third aDd second highest ranking characters. Character 4 is assigned the highest rank. Note that in ambiguous cases,
such as on Ievell with characters 5 and 1 completely redundant, the algorithm arbitrarily removes characterS, the nrst or
two equally most redundant characters encountered In the list.
Level

Squared p(Di:Di-1)
chord
llistances

l.SB20

*12345

•

1235
1245
1345
2345
123
124
13 4
234

1.0000

2

3

0.4201
0.7535
1.5407
1.5820
0.4201
0.7S3S
1.5407
1.5820

0.2656
0.4763
0.9139
1.0000
0.2656
0.4763
0.9739
1.0000

4
4
4

0.4439
0.7S3S
1.5407

0.2806
0.4763
0.9739

24
34

2

s
s

0.52 17
0.6921

0.3386
0.4492

3
4

3

)

3
]

23

5

5

4

3

2
I

4
3
2
I

I

5

4
3

2 I5

4

4J 2 I 5

that we entreat character orders and select the one that
best satisfies the relevant criterion. Beyond this, we
seek improvements by way of fuzzy taxa. In t hese, each
plant unit has degrees of belonging to all the taxa.
The type of structure sought is an a priori decision
and character selection to describe these structures is a
necessity. But characters are selected on the basis of
suitability to describe a structure and the analysis may
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fi&ure 4. ~fales of average nearest neighbor distance between the Chaco and Caatinga releves groups (fable 4). The
character order is optimal ror maximum conver&ence
(Table 5) In (a) and suboptimal in (b). The order In (a) and
(b) diiTer by the position or characters sh and at. Note that
ruuy CST analysis reveals higher convergence (smaller distances) on the lower len:ls than the crisp CST Analysis
d~~
.

Figure .5. Onlination trajectories or the Caatinga and
Chaco releves (Table 4) in ruuy CST analysl~ The analysis
is an extension or the comparisons displayed in Fie. 4.
Trajectories are given roc releves al, a4, a8 (Chaco) and b3,
b4, b7, (Caatinga). Each trajectory begins with a releve
label and spans 7 bierarcbical levels starting with the 1st.
The character order maximizes convergence (Table 5, Fig.
4a). The dissimilarity t'unction or releves is a nominal
squared chord distance and _ the ordination method is
eiaenanalysis. Ordination axes I and II are described in
Table 9. Note the trend or increasing convergence with increasing hierarchical level, and compare this to the relatively small distances or ruzzy CST ana lys is in Fig. 4. Also
compare the trends to those in Fi&:. 3b of the crisp CST
onalysis.
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appear "loaded". Addressing this point, Sneath and
Sakal ( 1973:95) observe:
"when we use only a set of characters known to show
resemblance between certain groups, the similarity
coefficients that will result from this study will rellect
that choice".
Further, paraphrasing Dale ( 1968), there is circularity
in an analysis where character analysis supports the
character choice which then are analyzed to reveal information about the characters. These may be true, yet
the desire for parsimony, and also other common sense
considerations will tolerate no random selection of
characters for analysis.

Table 9. Eigenvalues in ordinations correspondin& to
hierarchical levels in the Caatlnga nnd Chaco data (Tohle
4). The scattergram for the 1st and 2nd components is
shown in Fig. S. The analysis uses optimal character order
for maximum convergence.

Ordination axis

Level

I

2
3
4

5
6
7

1
88.93
77.19
74.51
69.83
78.24
95.26
99.98

2
7.46
13.67
15.93
17.97
20.31

4.73
0.02

3

3.35
8.52
8.87
12.02
1.44
0.01

4

0 .19
0.4 1
0. 64
0.1 8
O.Ql

5
0.05
0.20
0 .0~

We prefer to pose the problem of choice differently. We specify functions and constraints under which

(H)

wi

fuzzy CSTs

we seek: structures. We do not specify the structures
themselves. This is a practice in no ways different from
choosing the covariance as the measuring funct ion in a
MANOVA, or the generalized distance in discriminant
a nalysis. Selection of a measuring function is the same
as selecting scale and t he reference framework through
which we try to detect st ructures and relationships in
the sample. As for selecting characters, what we do is
no different from deciding what we have to measure
within a range of natural possibilities. This is not different in essence fro m selecting variables for statis tical
analysis.

~na'k}sis
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We know of examples which use random subsets of
characters, but to our knowledge no one has yet suggested to chose a character set, the measuring function,
or method of analysis at random. Nothing e lse !eft to
fall back on, we have to come to terms with the inevitable: reasoned choices cannot be replaced by random ones and that the cho ices affect the outcome.
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Figure 6. Conaruence levels of ve~tation and environmental structures in a sub-boreal environment as revealed by
fuzzy and crisp CST analysis. Character order in (a) is optimal (fable 3). It Is suboptimal in (b). Note in (b) the relatively strona coneruence revealed by the fuzzy CST
analysis, despite the rac:t that characters with low rank (ep
and wi) are placed on hiah levels (6 and 7).
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